Quantification of the therapeutic response of intraretinal, subretinal, and subpigment epithelial compartments in exudative AMD during anti-VEGF therapy.
To analyze the functional and morphologic effects of different ranibizumab treatment regimens on retinal and subretinal as well as sub-RPE compartments in neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD) using spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and manual segmentation software. Twenty-seven eyes of 27 patients with nAMD were examined over a 12-month period. Two treatment arms received either monthly or quarterly administered intravitreal ranibizumab. Intraretinal, subretinal, and sub-RPE volume equivalents were delineated using manual segmentation software over a defined series of B-scans obtained by SD-OCT. The mean area in pixels was calculated for each compartment at each time interval. SD-OCT and manual segmentation allowed for exact identification of intraretinal, subretinal and sub-RPE compartments and their responses to different treatment regimens. The loading dose demonstrated a corresponding treatment effect on all anatomic parameters. In contrast to the sub-RPE compartment, intraretinal fluid accumulation and subretinal fluid accumulation (SRFA) demonstrated an immediate response to ranibizumab therapy. The overall plasticity of the morphologic response declined over time. In general, SRFA demonstrated greater sensitivity for therapeutic effects and was more frequently associated with recurrent disease. An exact quantification of fluid in different anatomic compartments based on SD-OCT imaging, using appropriate segmentation software systems, may be useful to determine optimal treatment and retreatment parameters and explains the lack of correlation of best-corrected visual acuity and conventional OCT values.